PAVAROOM
A new generation of dry lying boards –
light and sturdy with excellent insulating properties

PAVAROOM – THE NEW GENERATION OF DRY LYING BOARD

The newly developed PAVAROOM dry lying board combines all the positive properties of wood. The high thermal
insulating capability together with the high storage capacity promotes a balanced room climate. This is the basis
of a healthy and comfortable living space. The white cellulose-based function layer on both sides produces an attractive, bright living room look immediately after the installation. The function layer provides at the same time for
structural safety.

PAVAROOM is most certainly the world’s lightest and most
attractive thermally-insulating dry lying board!
After installation, PAVAROOM interior construction boards can be
papered, plastered or tiled. With a weight of about 7.5 kg / m2 for
an insulating board thickness of 30 mm, PAVAROOM sets completely new and effort-saving standards in dry lying boards.

• Light and sturdy with excellent insulating properties.
• Thermal insulation, heat storage and heat protection
in summer.
• Ecological and economic advantages –
made of wood, a renewable raw material.
• Noticeable improvement in noise insulation.
• No vapour barrier necessary –
vapour permeable for healthy living.
• Tongue and groove for continuous laying – max.
centre-to-centre distance of structure 80 cm.
• Air-tightness is easy to achieve.
• Fill, paper, plaster or tile.
• Simple working with standard woodworking
machines.

Versatile range of applications
Roof slope cladding / eaves wall
PAVAROOM interior construction boards can be mounted directly
under the rafters with a maximum centre-to-centre spacing of 80
cm. The 30 mm boards make a substantial contribution as an additional thermally insulating layer. Noticeable U-value improvements
are thus possible.
Interior insulation of exterior walls
A noticeable improvement in living quality can be achieved by cladding a cold exterior timber frame wall on the inside with PAVAROOM.
Ceiling cladding
PAVAROOM interior construction boards can also be mounted directly under floor joists or suspended constructions. Max. centre-tocentre distance 80 cm.
Partition walls
PAVAROOM interior construction boards are also ideally suited to
the cladding of partition wall constructions.

Due to the natural fibre structure of the woodfibre carrier board,
the surface may be slightly structured.
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7 good reasons for PAVAROOM
Natural warmth
The high thermally insulating and heat storing properties are
unique in the interior construction board sector. The natural surface warmth gives a comfort feeling.
A ton less to carry
With a density of around 260 kg / m3 the PAVAROOM interior construction boards weigh 4 to 5 times less than normal plaster-based
construction boards. About 150 m2 PAVAROOM are used for the
loft conversion in a detached house. That means one tonne less
static load on the support structure.
Vapour control layer included
The white cellulose-based function layer on both sides also performs the structurally important function of vapour control layer.
In addition it has a stabilising effect and provides for high tensile
strength. This allows installation on load-bearing timber substructures over centre-to-centre distances between rafters and uprights
of up to 80 cm.
Up to 3 fewer work steps!
1. Additional narrow-spaced battens are unnecessary.
2. Elaborate thermal insulation between the battens is unnecessary.
3. Additional installation of a vapour barrier is unnecessary.
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a
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Child’s play to work with
Thanks to the low board weight, PAVAROOM dry lying boards are
child’s play to install. Easy to cut and shape for installation using
standard woodworking tools such as hand-held circular saws or jig
saws. The boards are fastened to a stable substructure by means
of phosphated drywall screws or galvanised staples. The tongue
and groove connection ensures a tight-joint, continuous installation independent of the grid size. This way roof slopes, eaves walls,
ceilings, partition and interior walls can be cladded simply and efficiently.
Paper, plaster or tile!
You choose the surface finish. The painting/plastering contractor
determines the necessary substrate treatment according to the
respective manufacturer's specifications. (Stopping Q1-Q4). The
necessary quality criteria can be achieved easily with tested quality
products from ARDEX.
Attractive even without!
The white surface of PAVAROOM dry lying boards in conjunction
with the striking joint shape provides for bright, friendly room atmosphere immediately after installation.

Tested and certified for healthy living
A healthy living room climate can be achived if the building materials contain as few harmful pollutants as possible and are at
the same time vapour permeable. PAVATEX woodfibre insulation
boards have been tested and certified many times over.

The carrier board has natureplus certification.
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PAVAROOM – SIMPLE INSTALLATION

Transport
Handy board formats enable flexible and simple transport to the
place of processing.

Processing instructions
The PAVAROOM dry lying boards can be cut to size simply and easily using conventional woodworking machines.
As a matter of principle, substructures must be stable and capable
of bearings loads. Unevenness must be compensated professionally by suitable means before mounting the boards. In the case of
new constructions and any necessary insulation measures in the
structure, the grid size must be matched to the dimensions of the
insulating material.

PAVAROOM is a natural product: The use of PAVAROOM interior
construction boards in damp or wet rooms in not possible!

Fastening the boards
The boards are fastened using phosphated drywall screws > 55
mm or with galvanised staples, length 60 mm, width 10 - 11 mm
(Fig. 1).
They are always screwed/stapled to a timber construction capable
of bearing loads with a max. centre-to-centre spacing of 80 cm.

Boards are always mounted at an angle of 90° to the construction.
Countersink the screw head / staple approx. 1 mm (fig. 2).
Maximum distance between fasteners 15 cm, with an edge distance to the board joint of approx. 5 cm (fig. 4).
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Fig. 1: Fasteners
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Fig. 2: Countersunk screw head

Fig. 3: Board formats
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Fig. 4: Fastening distance

JOINTS AND PLASTERING

Airtight connections (fig. 5)
Since the separate airtight layer is unnecessary, joints are connected airtight with PAVACASA joint sealing tape and PAVACASA joint
filler.
Airtight application of the filler joints and the connections required
in accordance with the respective regulations or standards.
Connection and coating the surface (fig. 6)
• As a matter of principle the board joints and connections must
be filled airtight. The V-joints must be pre-treated with an
adhesive dispersion or primer dispersion (Ardex P51). Additional reinforcement of the filler joint with glass fibre or paper
reinforcement strips increases safety.
• The surface quality of the filler (Q1 - Q4 in accordance with
SMGV datasheet) is determined by the final coating.
We recommend a professional Q3 stopping as substrate, for
example for woodchip, thin plaster, loam renderings or matt
filling coatings applied with a roller.
Q1 stopping is sufficient under ceramic coverings. Q4 stopping
is necessary for special wall coatings (Ardex A828 for Q1 - Q4).
• It is imperative to adhere to the drying times of the individual
work steps for Q1 - Q4 stopping in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications.
• Plastering work is to be carried out only when the building
site has dried out (after introduction of moisture, e.g. through
screed or wet plaster).
Final plaster coatings, in particular clay plasters
• Different drying behaviour caused by different water absorption coefficients of the surface can lead to visibility of the
joints.
• A mineral equalising coating, which is always to be applied
after the drying phase to strengthen the plaster surface,
produces an even surface appearance and also offers creative
leeway with respect to colour.
• It is essential to adhere to the room climate conditions during
the processing and the necessary drying times in accordance
with manufacturer’s specification.
Fastening of objects to PAVAROOM
• Wood screws (Spax 4 - 4.5 × 30 mm) with a full thread are
suitable for fastening items such as lamps or pictures. Max.
pulling force per screw = 2 kg.
• Conventional wall plugs (diameter 6 or 8 mm) can be used for
higher loads. Max. pulling force per wall plug = 4 kg.
• Heavy fastenings must be taken into account structurally.

Reveal boards
If there is sufficient space, PAVAROOM in 30 mm or PAVATEX reveal
boards (uncoated) in 20 or 40 mm can be used.
Alternatively:
• Remove interior plaster and then attach PAVAROOM 30 mm
soffit board.
• Use thinner conventional soffit boards for the thermal insulation composite system application.

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

All substrate treatments and final coatings must be executed by
qualified professional companies according to the state of the art.

www.ardex.com
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CONSTRUCTION EXAMPLES

Higher living quality

Old building – interior insulation of exterior wall

Cold external walls can be insulated efficiently and inexpensively from the inside. The U-value of the existing masonry
can be noticeably improved as a result.
The very high thermal storage capacity of
PAVAROOM leads to considerably higher
surface temperatures, which noticeably increases living quality.

Consistently in wood
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Exterior render
PAVAWALL-BLOC 200 mm
Solid timber wall 110 mm
Possible mounting batten 40 mm
insulated with PAVAFLEX
5. PAVAROOM 30 mm

1. ISOLAIR 22 mm
2. PAVAFLEX
3. Mounting batten 40 mm
insulated with PAVAFLEX
4. PAVAROOM 30 mm

New building - roof insulation

The additionally high insulating effect
of the PAVAROOM interior construction
boards reduces the repeating thermal
bridging through the rafter cross-section.
The rafters are embedded between two insulating layers.

1
2
3

Consistent timber construction
Maximum results can be achieved by using a simple and homogenous build-up of materials of the same type!
• ISOLAIR or PAVATHERM-Plus boards offer vapour-permeable
protection against heat and moisture.
• DIFFUTHERM or PAVAWALL BLOC as thermal insulation composite systems are unbeatable in terms of quality and safety.
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Old building – loft conversion from the inside

With ISOLAIR 22 as vapour-permeable
moisture protection, PAVAFLEX as a flexible
insulating material and PAVAROOM interior
construction boards, loft conversions can
be executed consistently, effectively and in
a structurally safe manner.

Reduced thermal bridging

Exterior render
Masonry
Interior plaster
Mounting batten 40 mm
insulated with PAVAFLEX
5. PAVAROOM 30 mm

New building - timber exterior wall

Due to the PAVAROOM interior construction board, timber exterior walls can now
be consistently constructed using only
PAVATEX wood fibre insulating products.
The additional use of vapour barrier membranes and heavy plaster-based construction boards is unnecessary.

Living space under the roof

1.
2.
3.
4.

1. PAVATHERM-PLUS 60 mm
2. PAVAFLEX
3. PAVAROOM 30 mm

• PAVAFLEX, the flexible woodfibre insulation material, enables
effective insulation between timber constructions.
• PAVAROOM interior construction boards form a consistent
and structurally safe finish to insulated timber constructions.
PAVAROOM sets new accents in interior construction through
its low weight, additional insulating effect, easy installation
and attractive appearance.
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TECHNICAL DATA

• Light and sturdy with excellent insulation properties.

• Quick installation.
• Airtight with vapour control effect.
• Surface ready for finishing work.

Delivery form

Field of application

Thickn.
[mm]

Weight
[kg/sqm]

Format
[cm]

Board coverage
[cm]

Number of
boards

per pallet
[sqm]

per pallet
[kg]

Edge

30
30

7.50
7.50

125 x 54
250 x 54

123.3 x 52.3
248.3 x 52.3

136
68

91.80
91.80

704
704

T & G*
T & G*

per pallet
[kg]

Edge version

264
264

Flat
Flat

*Circumferential tongue and groove with V-joint
Surface: White cellulose-based function layer on both sides
with vapour barrier effect.

PAVATEX reveal boards (uncoated)
Thickn.
[mm]

Weight
[kg/sqm]

Weight
[kg/package]

Format
[cm]

20
40

3.60
7.20

20.70
20.70

120 x 60
120 x 60

Number of
per package/
boards/package
pallet
boards/pallet
[sqm]
8 / 96
4 / 48

5.76 / 69.12
2.88 / 34.56

Technical data

Product description

Bulk density ρ [kg/m ]

260
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Thermal conductivity (EN 13171) λD [W/(mK)]

0.047

sd value [m]

approx. 3.5

Fire behaviour (EN 13501–1)

Class E

Compressive stress at 10% compressive deformation [kPa]
Tensile strength perpendicular to plane of board [kPa]
Waste code according to the
European Waste Catalogue (EWC)

150
15

030105;170604

Identification code
WF-EN13171-T5-CS(10/y)150-TR15-WS1.0
Switzerland
Declared thermal conductivity SIA λD [W/(mK)]

0.047

Fire index according to VKF (BKZ)

4.3

Germany
Rated value of the thermal conductivity λ [W/(mK)]
Thermal resistance R [m2K/W]

Full declaration
See safety data sheet at www.pavatex.com
Storage
Store dry and protected from damage. Stack no more than 2 pallets on
top of one another.

0.60

Building material class (DIN 4102–1)

B2

General Building Inspectorate Approval (DIBt)
Application code (DIN 4108–10)

0.050

PAVAROOM is a dry lying board for the roof slopes, ceilings, interior
walls, eaves walls and the inside of exterior walls. Tongue and groove
connections enable fast, continuous laying on structural timbers /
rafters with a maximum centre-to-centre spacing of 80 cm. The
double-sided coating enables PAVAROOM to be used as a vapour control and airtight layer. No additional vapour control membrane or airtight foil is necessary. Hence, up to 3 fewer work steps are required
than with conventional plaster / glass fibre boards. With a weight of
7.5 kg/m2 it is much lighter and is thus very easy to handle. At the same
time PAVAROOM provides for additional thermal protection, heat protection and noise insulation.

DI-zg, WI-zg

No. 0104-0307-004-2

The carrier board has natureplus certification.

Austria
Product type (ÖNORM B 6000)

WF-W, WF-WV, WF-WD
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PAVATEX – There for you all over the world!
OUR SITES
PAVATEX SA
Site Fribourg
Rte de la Pisciculture 37
CH-1701 Fribourg
Site Cham
Knonauerstrasse 51-53
CH-6330 Cham
www.pavatex.ch
PAVATEX France
Site Golbey
Rte Jean-Charles Pellerin Zone Industrielle III,
F-88190 Golbey

OUR SALES

OUR PARTNERS

PAVATEX Germany
www.pavatex.de

Natural Building
Technologies Ltd
www.pavatex.co.uk

PAVATEX Austria
www.pavatex.at

Skandinaviska
Miljöbyggsystem AB
www.pavatex.se

PAVATEX Benelux
www.pavatex.nl
www.pavatex.be
www.pavatex.lu

TACODAN A/S
www.pavatex.dk

PAVATEX Japan
www.pavatex.jp

www.pavatex.fr

ECOSPAI
www.pavatex.es

BUILDgreen
www.buildgreen.pl
T&S Data Construct
www.pavatex.com
INSOWOOL, s.r.o.
www.insowool.cz
Daehwa Co.
www.pavatex.co.kr
Naturalia-Bau
www.naturalia-bau.it

Your specialised dealer will be pleased to give you comprehensive,
knowledgable advice

www.pavatex.com
Delivery and invoicing is done exclusively by:
PAVATEX SA Rte de la Pisciculture 37, CH-1701 Fribourg
Date 06/2014; ---; subject to technical changes

